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Abstract

International human rights law maintains a patchy record of implementation in national systems. Tangible implementation is sporadic at best and ill-conceived at worst, with the middle ground affecting a demeanour of sustained non-commitment to human rights. International human rights treaties universally contain a call to States Parties to implement or give legal effect to the obligations found in the treaty text; the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) is no different. Most states that made some effort to incorporate the Convention have been selective in implementing the obligations, opting for an à la carte selection of rights protection rather than the full menu of rights. This situation stems from a range of legal and political realities. The article examines the concept of incorporation by surveying examples of CRC implementation across a number of states. The aim is to contribute to current debates about the value of incorporation of the CRC.
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1 Introduction

International human rights law maintains a patchy record of implementation in national systems. Tangible implementation is sporadic at best and ill-conceived at worst, with the middle ground affecting a demeanour of sustained non-commitment to human rights. International human rights treaties universally contain a call to States Parties to implement or give legal effect to the obligations found in the treaty text; the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) is no different. As the most widely ratified international instrument, the content of the CRC has been voluntarily accepted by 196 states. The impressive number belies the reality of practical implementation across the constituent States Parties. As a result of their unique political and social situations, most states that made some effort to incorporate the Convention have been selective in implementing the obligations, opting for an á la carte selection of rights protection rather than the full menu of rights. This article examines the concept of incorporation of the CRC across a number of states in order to contribute to current debates about the value of incorporation of the CRC.

It will first consider the unique character of the CRC and how this impacts the potential for incorporation. Next it introduces and explores a range of terms relevant to the implementation of international law into national law. Finally, it develops a taxonomy of ‘incorporation’ using direct and indirect examples of incorporation of the CRC as well as sectoral or piecemeal measures intended to implement international human rights law. In presenting a survey of existing implementation examples and successful approaches falling short of the promised benefits of direct incorporation, the article aims to challenge the existence of a perfect formula incorporating the international framework for children and young people’s rights. The national examples will be measured against the global interpretation of the CRC as developed by the Committee on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC), the treaty body.

---

2 ‘Ratification’ will be used to collectively refer to the act of ratification, or another form expressing a state’s consent to be bound to a treaty, in line with articles 2 and 11 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. These expressions of consent are what create an international legal obligation for the state, and states giving such consent are described as ‘States Parties’.
that oversees implementation of the Convention. The survey of a range of states makes clear that there is no single approach to promoting, protecting and fulfilling children and young people’s rights. Ultimately, it will contribute to the literature on children and young people’s rights by presenting a compelling case for further entrenchment of the CRC, albeit through potentially widely varied approaches, and keeping in mind that ‘A treaty is not the end of the process, but the beginning of another process.’

2 Exploring the CRC

Since its adoption in 1989, the CRC has become a ‘programming document’ or ‘governance architecture’ for the realisation of children’s rights. Despite being the most widely ratified human rights treaty, implementation has been less successful than anticipated in the celebratory aftermath and swift uptake of the treaty immediately following its adoption. Not only is the treaty subject of a large number of wide ranging reservations, it also suffers criticism in response to the heady mix of multifaceted rights that it protects. This criticism generally stems from an attempt to liken this international agreement to a national law. International lawyers are not strangers to vague language or obligations that are hortatory in nature and recognise that agreements framed in such terms are nonetheless binding at the international level. Thus, whatever one’s view on the clarity of the language in the CRC, 196 states have consented to be bound and give effect to the obligations therein, however vaguely they are phrased. To give these obligations effect there must be some operational phase of implementation at the national level.

CRC Article 4 demands that ‘States Parties shall undertake all appropriate legislative, administrative, and other measures for the implementation of the rights

---

9 The United States is the only UN Member State yet to ratify the CRC and, at the time of writing, there are no plans for it to do so.
recognised in the [CRC].' Therefore, ‘implementation’ is a broadly conceived and all-encompassing term denoting how states give effect to the CRC provisions and defined by the UNCRC as 'the process whereby States Parties take action to ensure the realization of all rights in the Convention for all children in their jurisdiction.' Spanning 54 articles, these protections cut across civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights, resulting in the Convention being presented by detractors as a collection of rights and demands that are too unwieldy for full and direct incorporation and are more ‘aspirational’ than enforceable. As Tobin notes, all individuals, including children, ‘can find themselves in relationships, whether in the public or private sphere, where the power differential renders them vulnerable to harm’ thus the protectionist agenda of the CRC is not really peculiar to children. It is simply that the CRC is the only international treaty that explicitly protects children and consequently draws upon the protections set out across the other human rights treaties.

It is no doubt that effective implementation of the CRC is complex, as will be demonstrated below, yet much of this stems from the slow pace with which societies have come to understand the evolving capacities of children and the direct and indirect impact that law and policy can have on their lives. Despite these complexities, the UNCRC has reiterated that ensuring ‘that all domestic legislation is fully compatible with the Convention and that the Convention’s principles and provisions can be directly applied and appropriately enforced is fundamental [to the implementation of the CRC].’ A growing body of literature supports the potential

---

10 UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC), General Comment No. 5 General measures of implementation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (arts. 4, 42 and 44, para. 6), 27 November 2003, CRC/GC/2003/527, para. 1.


13 UNCRC, General Comment No. 5.
for full, direct incorporation as it can also ensure a rights-based approach to governance impacting children in many distinct ways.\(^\text{14}\)

However, it is not enough to ensure that the CRC provisions are incorporated in national law.\(^\text{15}\) Implementation must include child-focused institutions, structures and engagement activities as part of a national programme for children in addition to dedicated child rights guarantors in the government and parliament, monitoring structures, collectively referred to as ‘general measures’ by the UNCRC.\(^\text{16}\) These collective measures work to embed a human rights culture across all levels of government and society, though it is not a something that can be achieved overnight.\(^\text{17}\)

The process of incorporation is also extremely important. As has been highlighted in specific reference to the CRC, the process has a fundamental awareness-raising value and tends to send a clear message to rights holders, government actors and civil society that the rights the Convention protects are important both independently and as part of a comprehensive human rights culture.\(^\text{18}\) Recognition of the importance of the process is demonstrated the multi-year efforts to incorporate the CRC into Swedish law, which came full-circle in June 2018 when the Riksdag (Swedish Parliament) adopted a bill that will incorporate the CRC with effect in 2020 (discussed further below).\(^\text{19}\)

Prioritising children’s rights is a ‘litmus test’ for the overall well-being of the state.\(^\text{20}\) However, this prioritisation is achieved through different means. While there are definite trends toward giving human rights treaties elevated status in national


\(^{15}\) Collins and Wolff, ‘Work in Progress’, 85, 92; Tobin, ‘Increasingly Seen and Heard’, 86.


\(^{18}\) Lundy et al., The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, 4
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constitutions, and some states have given children’s rights particular pride of place, constitutional protection does not equate to comprehensive children’s rights protection. The heart of implementation lies in the provision of sufficient human, technical and financial resources, which contribute to the general measures consistently reinforced by the UNCRC. It is the collective nature of these measures that cushion any legal reform intending to give effect to provisions of the CRC. A holistic evaluation of all measures of implementation must be made and this generally begins with the clarification of the legal framework, however conceived, as a standard against which effective implementation can be assessed.

The most recent studies on implementation of the CRC indicate that a number of states have directly or indirectly incorporated the CRC — and a larger number of states have incorporated different aspects of the Convention using a piecemeal or sectoral approach. Even where incorporation has not been explicit, there are many non-legal measures being implemented across the globe, such as the establishment of children’s action plans and children’s commissions, suggesting a change in the perception of children’s place in society. The reality is that implementation, through incorporation and other measures, is not ‘black and white when it comes to … human rights standards but shades of grey that sit along a scale of implementation.’ The following section presents the various terms used to develop a baseline for examining this sliding scale of implementation in order to demonstrate the potential for the incorporation of children’s rights through law reform, whatever form it may take.

3 Framing the Discussion of International Law in National Law

International law and national law operate on separate planes, which is why translating international law into national law is an imprecise art. However, due to the increasing regulatory nature of international law and the growing number of treaties that accord rights to individuals, namely human rights treaties such as the CRC, how these obligations are given force at the national level is now a dominant focus of

---

22 Lundy et al., The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child,
23 UNCRC, General comment No. 19; UNCRC, Concluding observations on the fifth periodic report of France, UN Doc CRC/C/FRA/CO/5 (23 February 2016), paras 10, 14.
24 UNCRC, General Comment No. 5, para.10.
legal, political and social discourse.26 As Aust highlights, ‘It should not be assumed that once a treaty has entered into force for a state it is then in force in that state; in other words, that it has become part of its law.’27 And while international law demands that all states comply with their international obligations ‘in good faith’ it is not concerned with the method through which treaty obligations ‘become’ law at the national level.28 The following examines incorporation as both a concept and as a collective term covering a range of legal processes that implement international law into national law and highlights the high tolerance for flexible approaches, particularly in the field of human rights.

3.1 Navigating terminology

In most national legal systems a further legislative action must be taken in order to implement an international legal obligation. Even in monist states, where international law is generally viewed as automatically part of the national legal system, a further legal act is typically necessary to give the international law direct effect in the national system.29 Implementation does not follow a singular pattern even within a state, particularly in federated systems. Each state approaches implementation from a distinct perspective driven by its internal politics and procedures. Implementation of international human rights treaties is understood as the realisation of the rights through a state’s national legal and institutional system as well as the support for human rights by all branches of the government, including human rights budgeting, education and training, awareness raising, a human rights culture in society and

---

27 Aust, Modern Treaty Law, 178 (emphasis original).
engagement with national and international human rights machinery. Effective implementation is successful implementation; thus relevant measures of effectiveness must be employed when evaluating each measure through which implementation is realised. The range of measures also must acknowledge the evolving nature of human rights and therefore be agile enough to accommodate the evolution of rights. Implementation is therefore a holistic term with far-reaching implications trickling into every aspect of a state’s social and governance structures.

3.1.1 Incorporation
In terms of human rights treaties, ‘incorporation’ has been described as a narrow conception of implementation, focusing predominantly on ensuring direct application and enforceability in national law and precisely linked to legal recognition of the treaty obligations at the national level realised through law reform and judicial decisions. Incorporation is a crucial step because unincorporated treaties otherwise become ‘dead letters’ as without some form of incorporation there is often a failure to implement the obligations contained in the treaties at any level. It also signals the importance of the rights addressed and, therefore, delivers a strong prelude to prevention in the surrounding public discourse. The use of ‘incorporation’ in practice is laden with qualifying terms and covers a variable range of action by national parliaments and will be examined in detail further below.

3.1.2 Direct application
‘Direct application’ means that the international law provisions are capable of being invoked in national courts and must be applied by government institutions. This must be distinguished from a treaty that has ‘direct effect’ or is ‘self-executing’, which generally refers to the automatic application of international law in national

---

30 UNCRC, General comment No. 19; Staberock, ‘Human Rights, Domestic Implementation’, paras 2-3; Collins and Wolff, ‘Work in Progress’, 86; Lundy et al., The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, 19.

31 See, for example, Vandenhole’s comments on effectiveness and the right to participation in Vandenhole, ‘Child Poverty and Children’s Rights’, 619.


33 Inter-Parliamentary Union and UN Office of the High Commissioner, Human Rights: Handbook for Parliamentarians No 26 (Geneva: Inter-Parliamentary Union, OHCHR, 2016), 97

legal systems without the need for further legislative action and though the ‘automatic’ nature will generally be contingent on the language of the specific obligation (discussed further in section 4). The determination of applicability is made by national law and speaks precisely to the enforceability of rights in the context of the CRC and, concomitantly, accountability structures within the national system. It will be for national law to also determine who, against whom and how the treaty obligations may be invoked, which is the core concern of incorporation discourse. For purposes of this article, ‘applicability’, and derivatives thereof, is the term used to denote that a provision of the CRC is capable of being invoked at the national level.

3.1.3 Enforceability
In the context of the CRC, enforceability is a constant source of contention due to the imprecise wording of many of the rights. Enforceability generally refers to the availability of institutions and procedures to provide a remedy for the breach of a right. A human rights remedy considers how these institutions both prevent breaches and deliver effective redress when a right is violated, which includes both judicial and administrative paths. The complexities associated with delivery and justiciability across the broad range of the CRC are also raised as arguments against incorporation in a similar vein to those brought against economic, social and cultural rights (ESC rights). Article 4, in fact, echoes the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights detailing that ‘With regard to economic, social and cultural rights, States Parties shall undertake such measures to the maximum extent of their available resources’. As noted by Boyle and Hughes in relation to ESC rights, the difficulty associated with implementation does not negate the existence of the right and ‘the outstanding question comes down to how to provide an effective remedy in law

35 Ibid.
within legitimate justiciable parameters’.\textsuperscript{39} The variable precision of the wording of CRC provisions has led some national jurisdictions to take a pick-and-mix approach to judicial recognition and remedy, thus blurring questions of enforceability.

3.2 Summary
Translating international law into national law is a multifaceted endeavour that varies among States Parties and within each state. Crucial to understanding the process is a clear picture of the terminology, including distinguishing between implementation, incorporation, applicability and enforceability. This work now turns to the variable methods of incorporation relating to law reform designed to implement the CRC.

4 Incorporating the CRC
There are three general approaches to the incorporation of international law into national law: direct incorporation, indirect incorporation and sectoral or piecemeal incorporation.\textsuperscript{40} The taxonomy presented below draws upon a broad range of academic literature, policy discussion, and state practice in relation to incorporation of the CRC. The use of the term ‘incorporation’ may seem inappropriate under some of the categories presented; however, the aim of developing these categories is to challenge preconceptions about the term ‘incorporation’ and the extent to which the variable approaches expand the capacity of the state to protect children’s rights and deliver effective remedies in the event of their breach.

4.1 Direct incorporation
Direct incorporation holds that through transformation or transposition of an international treaty, the entire treaty will form part of the national law, be binding on public agencies and enforceable in court.\textsuperscript{41} This method of incorporation includes those states that automatically give ‘direct effect’ to certain types of treaties as a result of their monist legal systems and those that have taken specific legislative action to make the treaty directly applicable in national law. The 1998 Human Rights Act in the United Kingdom is often cited as a good example of the treaty-by-treaty approach to

\textsuperscript{40} The three distinct categories align with Lundy et al., \textit{The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child}, 3.
\textsuperscript{41} UNICEF/Innocenti, \textit{Law Reform and Implementation}, 5.
direct incorporation where the Act expressly states that it is intended ‘to give further effect to rights and freedoms guaranteed under the European Convention on Human Rights’.\(^{42}\)

The states introduced in this section demonstrate that though direct incorporation provides a solid legal point of reference, even direct incorporation of the CRC does not render the state ubiquitous in the protection of children and young people’s rights. Direct incorporation does, however, deliver the most potential in terms of a comprehensive framework for preventing breaches as the treaty then serves as a reference point against which questions of enforceability and remedy may be assessed in the national context. In these examples, incorporation amounts to the complete treaty being translated into national law and, if done effectively, it means that the treaty can be the sole basis for decision-making and case adjudication.

The most comprehensive studies on incorporation and implementation of the CRC were completed in conjunction with UNICEF, the most recent, in 2012, designed to outline which measures were feasible in the UK context.\(^{43}\) The following analysis draws upon these examples, updating conclusions on various aspects of implementation where available, and goes further to include consideration of states that are further afield.

### 4.1.1 Belgium

The CRC became effective in the Belgian legal system when the Convention entered into force 1992 and was immediately given the status of law superior to the Belgian Constitution and other statutory law. Not long after, the first judicial decision recognising the direct effect of Article 12 was delivered.\(^{44}\) In its initial report to the UNCRC, the state acknowledged the need for further legislation in order to ensure the applicability of other articles in the CRC.\(^{45}\) The responsibility for children and young

---

\(^{42}\) Human Rights Act 1998, introduction. Notably, the Act explicitly excludes ECHR art 13, which ensures an effective remedy for a breach of the Convention, thus the extent to which it is full, direct ‘incorporation’ is debatable, see Vernon Bogdanor, *The New British Constitution* (Oxford: Hart, 2009), 60.

\(^{43}\) Lundy et al, *The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child*.

\(^{44}\) UNCRC, Initial reports of States Parties due in 1994: Belgium, 6 September 1994, CRC/C/11/Add.4, para. 5, noting the Mons Court of Appeal of 20 April 1993 ‘not only recognized the direct effect in Belgian domestic law of article 12 of the Convention, and hence the existence of a minor’s real subjective right to be heard, but also established the possibility for the minor to exercise this right through the procedural means of voluntary intervention in the judicial proceeding concerning him.’

\(^{45}\) UNCRC, Initial reports of States Parties due in 1994: Belgium, paras. 5, 471.
people’s rights predominantly lays with the federated sub-state Communities and Regions and is demonstrated by the many examples of good practice emanating from them, including extensive participation programmes and engagement with children and young people. In the Flemish Parliament and Government, for example, the Children’s Rights Commissioner assesses all bills for compatibility with the CRC and investigates complaints of rights breaches. Assessment of proposed legislation and impact assessments play a crucial role in preventing the most obvious breaches of the CRC as children and young people’s rights are expressly considered during the development of legislation and policy.

Despite incorporation and some positive examples of courts giving direct effect to certain CRC provisions, Belgian courts generally do not recognise the direct applicability of many provisions of the Convention due to the vague nature of their wording.46 The perceived imprecision has underpinned one of several lines of tension for CRC implementation in Belgium, particularly the prohibition of corporal punishment. The continued failure of the Belgian government to expressly prohibit corporal punishment in the home, in early childhood care facilities or in schools is a consistent point of contention between the UNCRC and the state.47 The Human Rights Council48 and the Committee against Torture49 have equally raised the issue of passing clear legislation banning corporal punishment and two collective claims have been raised with the European Committee of Social Rights in relation to the lack of clear and effective prohibition of corporal punishment in the home and care facilities. In 2016, a bill designed to amend the Civil Code to include that children ‘cannot be subjected to degrading treatment or any other form of physical or psychological violence’ was introduced; however the bill has not progressed any further as of the time of writing.50 As recently as 2013, over 50% of Belgian parents surveyed viewed

47 UNCRC, Concluding observations: Belgium, 18 June 2010, CRC/C/BEL/CO/3-4, para. 8.
49 Committee against Torture, Concluding observations on third report, 3 January 2014, CAT/C/BEL/CO/3, para. 27.
corporal punishment as acceptable. Thus it is very clear that even with the ‘incorporation’ of the CRC, corporal punishment in contravention of the prohibition against violence remains prevalent despite the clear interpretation of the UNCRC on CRC Article 17.

4.1.2 Venezuela

Article 23 of the Venezuelan Constitution provides that human rights treaties ratified by the state are given constitutional hierarchy and have direct and immediate effect in the national legal system. Following ratification of the CRC in 1990, Venezuela ‘incorporated [the CRC] as State policy in all the institutions of State’ and, thereby, citizens are able to directly raise its provisions in court. This is further supported by the Constitution, which accords children and young people with full legal recognition, and the Children and Adolescent Protection Act, which is the basis of incorporation of CRC principles. Full, direct incorporation has established a legal framework reference for the realisation of the CRC. While the state has taken great strides to harmonize preventative measures in the form of legal protection of children and young people’s rights, the UNCRC has highlighted that inadequate training of professional that are directly involved in children’s lives, from teachers to law enforcement, and lack of adequate resourcing continues to impede the realisation of the incorporated Convention. The Committee repeatedly has called on the state to take comprehensive action to implement general measures that will give effect to the rights.

Poor child labour practices, low education statistics, high levels of poverty and wide-ranging incoherence with the CRC, including in relation to the concept of ‘best interests of the child’ and the minimum age for marriage, persist in Venezuela.

52 UNCRC, Combined third to fifth periodic reports of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, 13 October 2014, CRC/C/VEN/3-5, paras. 6, 8.
53 Ibid., paras. 8-9.
54 Ibid., paras. 6-11.
56 Humanium reports that almost 40% of Venezuelan children live below the poverty line and that one in 10 is not educated. Humanium, Children of Venezuela, https://www.humanium.org/en/venezuela/ (accessed June 18, 2018).
57 UNCRC, Concluding observation on the combined third to fifth periodic reports of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, paras. 25-6, 30-1.
The state has taken great strides to reconstitute the relationship between the state and its children and young people and to change society’s view of children, but there remains a long road ahead. The extensive dialogue between Venezuela and the UNCRC demonstrates that while direct incorporation delivers a clear point of reference for prevention and further entrenchment of rights, realising the rights in real terms demands a comprehensive commitment by the state that is embedded throughout all of its organs and accompanied by measures that effect change in society and its institutional structures.

4.1.3 Sweden

Shortly after ratifying the CRC Sweden committed to providing a ‘variegated output of supportive measures’ for children by setting out a plan to thoroughly embed a children’s rights culture and giving effect to the UNCRC’s comprehensive approach to protecting children and young people’s rights.58 The legal dimension to this commitment was predominantly implemented through sectoral laws and other general measures. Nonetheless, in 2015 the UNCRC highlighted that the lack of formal recognition of the CRC, the insufficient implementation of many of its obligations and the failure to specifically budget for implementation of the CRC resulted in incomplete and inconsistent protections for children and young people.59 In particular, discrimination based on race, ethnicity, gender or sexual orientation continues to be an issue. Thus, despite the wide range of legal measures and policies that developed over the past three decades there remained clear gaps in protection.

Following a 2017 commitment by the Government to strengthen the rights of children and young people in Sweden ‘in real terms’60 the Swedish Parliament voted to incorporate the CRC on 13 June 2018.61 Direct incorporation will not result in all aspects of the CRC immediately being given equal recognition. Partisan infighting ultimately diluted the effectiveness of the bill that directly incorporated the CRC. In particular, the Optional Protocols to the CRC are not included, despite Sweden being

61 Sweden, ‘Convention on the Rights of the Child will become Swedish law’.
party to them, nor will all provisions have direct effect. The specific provisions that will be given direct effect are being left to the judiciary to determine on a case-by-case basis until further legislation fills some of the gaps. From the initial commitment of the government it had been clear that incorporation would not give the CRC primacy over other laws but would allow it to prevail over conflicting laws of a lesser status. However, the legislation acknowledges the importance of UNCRC jurisprudence and General Comments as guides to interpreting the provisions of the CRC, which is important in terms of evolution of the rights protected therein. As a demonstration of its commitment to ensuring that incorporation translates into real rights protection, the CRC will not enter into effect in Sweden until 2020 in order to rectify gaps in current legislation and allow time to adopt general measures to fully transform the CRC into the Swedish institutional culture.

4.1.4 Summary
In reviewing children and young people’s rights protection in states that have directly incorporated the CRC, it is clear that direct incorporation does not equate to consummate rights protection. These examples demonstrate that while the CRC provides a strong central framework for the development of children and young people’s rights it takes comprehensive legislation and a dedicated commitment to institutional and societal change to deliver meaningful rights protection. How states address the insufficiencies in their national systems is the crux of determining the efficacy of the protections promised by the CRC.

4.2 Indirect incorporation
The second approach is indirect incorporation, which gives the treaty some effect in national law by means of another legal mechanism. This is generally achieved through a constitutional reference to ratified human rights treaties; however, effectiveness will be tempered based on whether the provisions have ‘direct effect’. France is a monist state and ratified human rights treaties take precedence over

64 Sweden, ‘Questions and answers on incorporating the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child’.
domestic law once published; however, unlike the example of Venezuela above, direct effect is not automatic. The CRC is viewed as a non-self-executing treaty in France and is not directly justiciable without further action by its parliament, a fact that has been raised repeatedly by the UNCRC, resulting in limited applicability of the provisions of the CRC.65 Thus, indirect incorporation without further comprehensive implementing legislation undermines the fact that the treaty is ‘part’ of the national law, but without real enforcement potential.

In the past thirty years many states have gone through substantial constitutional upheaval. Human rights have been a focus, or at least a part of the debate, in almost every constitutional restructuring. This is not a striking fact due to the fact that constitutions become the focus *par excellence* of post-conflict governments for reasons of both internal and external pressures.66 The states reviewed below have indirectly incorporated the CRC through a constitutional reference to either the CRC or ratified human rights treaties generally.

4.2.1 Chile

Article 5 of the Chilean Constitution provides that ‘…The State has a duty to respect and promote such rights, as guaranteed in this Constitution and in the international treaties, ratified by Chile and that are in force.’67 Chile ratified the CRC in August 1990 and it was proclaimed as national law the following month. In its first periodic report to the UNCRC, it noted that while incorporation of the CRC implied constitutional status, it would only be through the ‘adaptation of the legislation, judicial practice and administrative system relating to minors’ that full implementation would be achieved.68 Since then, it has taken substantial legislative steps to harmonise and give effect to children and young people’s rights, including amending its Family Courts Act No. 19968 to prohibit corporal and psychological punishment of children, establishing a General Education Act to aid in changing the way Chilean children are educated, establishing an intersectoral child protection

65 UNCRC, Concluding observations on the fifth periodic report of France, 23 February 2016, CRC/C/FRA/CO/5.
67 Constitución Política de la República de Chile, art 5, para 2.
system for children (Chile Grows with You), among other sectoral legislative and policy approaches.\textsuperscript{69}

While legislative measures have no doubt advanced the protection of children and young people’s rights in Chile, the UNCRC has consistently noted that the failure to adopt a comprehensive law on the rights of children prevents effective implementation of the CRC.\textsuperscript{70} Notably, the Committee has highlighted that Chile has not ensured that the fundamental principle of best interests of the child is effectively observed throughout its policy-making structures nor has it explicitly legally recognised children’s right to be heard or right to participate in associations and society.\textsuperscript{71} In particular Chile has been chided for its repressive approach to student demonstrations and abusive use of detention measures in response to students demands for education system reform. This brief glimpse of Chile’s indirect incorporation experience suggests that while indirect incorporation provides a clear reference for children and young people’s rights, comprehensive sectoral laws must follow in order to effectively implement the CRC.

4.2.2 Morocco

As noted in its first periodic report in 1995, Morocco ‘incorporated in its Constitution its commitment to human rights as they are universally recognized’.\textsuperscript{72} The 2011 Moroccan Constitution introduced a range of specific human rights principles and explicitly highlighted the importance of the relationship between national law and international law, including human rights treaties to which Morocco is a party.\textsuperscript{73} Article 32 of the Constitution speaks directly to the rights of children, assuring juridical, social and moral ‘consideration’ and the right to a fundamental education. The article also establishes a Consultative Council of the Family and of Childhood. Article 33 approaches protection of ‘youth’ with the creation of a Consultative Council of Youth and of Associative Action to stimulate the participation of youth in a range of endeavours as well as to enrich their scholarly, social and professional

\textsuperscript{69} UNCRC, Fourth and fifth periodic reports of States Parties due in 2012, Chile, 10 November 2014, CRC/C/CHL/4-5, para. 5.
\textsuperscript{70} Ibid., paras 8-9.
\textsuperscript{71} Ibid., paras 26-9.
engagement. In parallel, a number of national monitoring bodies were established to ensure the compatibility of national laws with human rights obligations.

Despite giving clear indications of its willingness to advance universal human rights, including the CRC, Moroccan law and society continues to perpetuate a culture of gender discrimination and the enforcement of children and young people’s rights are consistently under resourced.74 The state has also failed to prohibit corporal punishment and other severe forms of violence against children in care facilities, schools or the home.75 This examination of Morocco suggests that indirect incorporation must be accompanied by substantive legal reform as well as a host of comprehensive measures to shift policy-makers and society’s views of children and young people’s rights in line with the UNCRC’s call for comprehensive general measures.

4.2.3 Wales

While the UK ratified the CRC in 1991, neither it, nor any of its devolved nations have directly incorporated the Convention. In 2017, Wales adopted a measure indirectly incorporating the CRC by placing a duty on the Welsh Government to ‘have due regard’ to the CRC, to produce a children’s scheme and to promote the CRC throughout society and institutions.76 While this duty sends a strong message about the value of children’s rights, further general measures and increased funding to bring these commitments to fruition are necessary. UK-wide cuts to legal aid and lack of law harmonisation continue to restrict access to many of the most fundamental rights for children, such as participation.77 Thus far, there have been no legal cases to provide a clearer picture of how effective the due regard duty will be in delivering rights. Studies also indicate that despite the monumental efforts to entrench rights in Wales, there is still little understanding of the CRC by children.78 Thus, while this

74 UNCRC, Concluding observations on the combined third and fourth periodic reports of Morocco, 14 October 2014, CRC/C/MAR/CO/3-4, paras. 10-11, 16-17.
75 Ibid., paras. 36-7.
76 The Rights of Children and Young Persons (Wales) Measure 2011.
77 UNCRC, Concluding observation on the fifth periodic report of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 12 July 2016, CRC/C/GBR/CO/5, paras. 30-1.
approach to indirect incorporation strengthens the potential protection of CRC rights, more research must be conducted to evaluate the efficacy of this approach.  

4.3 Sectoral or piecemeal incorporation

The third approach is a piecemeal or sectoral approach, which sees various provisions of the treaty being integrated into national laws that are related to the subject matter of the specific treaty provisions but at some level less than incorporation of the full treaty. Arguably this is not ‘incorporation’ at all, but the cherry-picking of obligations and, as is often the case, done without direct reference to the treaty. While including this approach within the taxonomy of incorporation methods involves somewhat of a misnomer, it aligns with the definition set out above in that ‘incorporation’ simply means legal recognition of a treaty provision at the national level realised through law reform.

Piecemeal or sectoral approaches to incorporation are the most prevalent way in which provisions of the CRC are given effect in national legal systems. As demonstrated above, this approach is a crucial accompaniment to direct and indirect incorporation when more comprehensive legislation is necessary to ensure justiciability of treaty provisions that otherwise do not have direct effect. Sectoral laws also deliver greater harmonization. However, when not tied to a comprehensive CRC framework the sectoral approach results in the status of the implementing law being somewhat precarious as national legislation that otherwise has no constitutional hierarchy could be subject to suspension, amendment or repeal at the whim of the government. In all of the approaches, but specifically in the indirect and sectoral approaches, an express reference to the relevant treaty is preferred, rather than a mere co-opting of terms if there is to be sufficient linkage between the international and national law, which also contributes to the entrenchment and potential for evolution of the individual rights. Despite this approach being the least preferred among children’s rights advocates, it can deliver effective, targeted implementation of specific CRC rights as the Australian example below demonstrates.

---

79 See also Hoffman’s and Payne’s articles in this issue, for further analyses of the Welsh measure.
4.3.1 Australia

The CRC has not been directly or indirectly incorporated in Australia. The state has implemented increased protections for children and young people through child-focused legislation and policy. In particular, the state has streamlined consideration of the CRC into all legislation through the Human Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny) Act 2011, which requires the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights (PJCHR) to assess the compatibility of all proposed and existing legislation all human rights treaties ratified by Australia and for all parliamentarians to include a statement of compatibility for each new bill proposed.\(^{82}\) In 2015, for example, the PJCHR requested further information regarding compliance with the CRC in relation to the proposed Australian Citizenship Amendment (Allegiance to Australia) Bill 2015, the Social Services Legislation Amendment (No Jab, No Pay) Bill 2015, and the Health Legislation Amendment (eHealth) Bill 2015.\(^{83}\) The state has also adopted a number of non-legal measures designed to support children and young people at distinct points in their lives and protect them from violence, e.g. the National Early Childhood Development Strategy, the National Framework for Protecting Australian Children 2009-2020 and the National Plan to Reduce Violence against Women and their Children. It has also established a system of Children’s Commissioners across the federal states and a National Children’s Commissioner. In many respects, Australia delivers some models for best practice in terms of children and young people’s rights.\(^ {84}\)

Despite these innovations and its strong economic status, Australia continues to avoid pursuing child-specific approaches to budget planning which make it ‘practically impossible to identify, monitor, report and evaluate the impact of investments in children and the overall application of the [CRC] in budgetary terms.’\(^ {85}\) Policies and practice for indigenous, refugee, migrant and disabled children in particular continue to be the focus of criticism.\(^ {86}\) Disabled girls continue to be subjected to serious rights breaches in the form of forced sterilisation, which is

---


\(^{84}\) Lundy et al., The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, 34.

\(^{85}\) UNCRC, Concluding observations: Australia, 28 August 2012, CRC/C/AUS/CO/4, para. 19.

\(^{86}\) Ibid., paras. 19, 29-30, 35-8, 46-7.
permitted under common law upon a court’s determination that the child is legally incapable of making such decisions following the decision in Marion’s Case.\textsuperscript{87} The UNCRC consistently reiterates it call for Australia to deliver further comprehensive national legislation to give full effect to the entire CRC instead of having variable levels of protection and access to remedies for rights breaches dependent on the sub-state entities within its federal system.\textsuperscript{88}

4.3.2 Summary

It is evident that sectoral laws can and do provide strong protection for children and young people’s rights. However, sectoral laws work best when coordinated through a common framework approach, which is naturally supplied by the CRC. The examples of direct and indirect incorporation each present the reality that giving effect to the CRC in national legal systems can only be achieved through comprehensive and child-tailored legal, institutional and social reform. Therefore, sectoral approaches should be viewed as a means of further entrenching the CRC, rather than the first step.

5 Conclusion

The truly global uptake of the CRC generates a solid platform for celebrating a common, almost universal support for the rights of children and young people. This celebration is, however, tempered by the reality that very few states have given direct effect to the CRC in national law. This article provides a glimpse into the various ways in which the CRC or some of its provisions have been implemented across the globe. Implementing a human rights treaty is an imprecise art and reflects the distinct and varied societal and political systems across which common obligations must apply. For this reason, human rights efficacy criticism cannot begin with the question of whether human rights treaties are effective. Nor can answers be articulated through quantitative analysis.\textsuperscript{89} Direct incorporation of the CRC undoubtedly establishes a


\textsuperscript{88} UNCRC, Concluding observations: Australia, para. 12

framework for implementing human right protections for children and young people. Indirect incorporation also provides a tangible threshold for implementing the CRC. Sectoral incorporation delivers necessary legal cohesion and a comprehensive entrenchment of children and young people’s rights and can support the CRC framework when directly or indirectly incorporated into national law. All forms of incorporation aids in combatting allegations that international human rights are not democratically determined and that economic, social and cultural rights are not designed to be justiciable.

Ultimately, this article demonstrates that incorporation of the CRC is neither a purely aspirational goal, nor is it a panacea for protecting the rights of children and young people. Each state must facilitate legal, institutional and social change through comprehensive general measures. Incorporation is a term that covers a range of legal possibilities designed to facilitate greater implementation of international law. Demands for incorporation as a path to increasing the tangibility of children and young people’s rights must be tempered to acknowledge the nuance required when trying to progress a ‘common’ standard of human rights protection. As acknowledged by the 2007 UNICEF/Innocenti report, ‘no single approach can be envisaged as a blueprint best suited to all countries, and no single method is sufficient to translate the breadth of the Convention into the national legal framework.’

Implementation of the CRC boils down to a combination of factors and perhaps a dogmatic approach to direct incorporation is not the only approach if it sacrifices other necessary incremental progression in CRC implementation that firmly develops a children and human rights culture. It is hoped that in presenting a taxonomy of incorporation, it will shed some light on how the term is used as we move forward in embedding children and young people’s rights and permit us to consider whether to incorporate or not is the most important question.

---
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